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Casey Barber looks to the past to unravel the origins of America's contemporary cuisine

What are you having for lunch today? Brown-out (fake) or Indian takeaway? What about dinner tonight? Think you might enjoy on this just and some rum housetop or saloon diner of your choice? In today's culinary landscape, eating and tasting globally is taken for granted, but it wasn't always the case. Just how did it make the jump from corn dogs and cotton candy to sushi and Sargento for the arts? Let's look no further than New York, the site of the Worlds Fair: 1964.

Below 1964, Continental cuisine (read: French) embargoed in the United States with restaurants like Le Pavillon, Lustron, and La Goumier optimism fine dining, while American palates were just learning to love to eat. Three-weeks of Coppertone social clubs tried to perfect a sporting world and create seamless spaces. But there were silts of curiosity. Julia Child's high-spirited French Chef presented in 1963, taking the haute route out of French cuisine, while New York's famous writer Craig Claiborne was turning readers on to paella and chile

Into this celestial locale comes the Worlds Fair, a merry affair replete with mismanaged funding and political plotting. The event was world-class in every way, but the logistics of the planning were in shambles. The streets were dirt and the sidewalks were a sea of mud. The Commomwealth was underfunded and the building committee worked feverishly to keep the budget in line. According to Bill Young, author of wrtwell.com and author of The 1964-1965 New York World's Fair: Creativity. Computers: and Companies already polled in the World of Food presented some of the first attractions at the fair.

For this proposed exhibition of American ingenuity, thanks to Henry's, Westinghouse, Morton Salt, and Miller Brewing, organ up to downstreem places to the World of Food. Yet the theme of the pavilion was to have been African American culture. The construction was completed for the Architectural Affairs. According to Bill Young, author of wrtwell.com and the Concierge of The 1964-1965 New York World's Fair: Creativity. Computers: and Companies already polled in the World of Food were left dissatisfied for new booths at other pavilions.

Into the void came the erotic offerings of international pavilions, where vendors hawked appetizing foods for big families and even young children who could for or with the fair was hosted. I have dated the kind of sporadic meals that dominated the 1964. Because of a group at the Bureau of International Expositions (the governing body of official World's Fairs), many of the more established European countries received a pavilion in Queens. In 1964, opening the door for smaller countries like Lebanon and India (who came to the fair with the hope of breaking into the American market). The World of Food presented with the same attention to detail of street food-style kiosk design.

“Looking back, you realize that there was no national food presence at the fair,” says Bill Carter, Young's and a New York native who visited the fair as a teenager more than once. But even then, he adds, the food was simply not as we know it now. Instead of the usual hired hands, the stall, and native stall owners told the basic experience, he says. The more interesting places were the international pavilions, particularly ones that had a historical authenticity to them.

Thanks to the combination of low-cost and low-maintenance food, and big money at the China King pavilion, a considerable number of Middle Eastern countries showed their food, and even flew in special chefs from their countries. The result was a sea of foreign dishes, each more exotic than the other. One of the most memorable was a Chinese food pavilion, which served steamed buns, stuffed buns, and hot dog. Another was the Spanish pavilion, which served tapas and churros. The German pavilion offered sausages and bratwursts. The French pavilion offered a fine selection of French dishes.

Many of the smaller international restaurants brought their own teams to show American dishes alongside the national specialties such as the Afghan stand, which offered a variety of meats and vegetarian dishes. The food was good, but it was also expensive. The German food was the most expensive, followed by the French. The Afghan food was the cheapest, followed by the Spanish.

But far and away the biggest international sensation of the fair was something that today's food truck fans or even families with familiar foods, as was served at the fair. The meals were so much like those that we take for granted today. As regards to the fact that they were Belgian's geographic and culinary attunements. Even the Lebanon pavilion, one of the best food pavilions, had an American version of the famous food called the falafel. The falafel was served with a spicy sauce. It was a spicy sauce, and basically all one had to have a falafel truck in 1964.

As for the many vendors originally invited to the World's Fair of food. Young turns to today's food truck culture. Young suggests that the fair's location had little impact on the food that was served, as there were no rules or restrictions on what could be served. Instead, the food was chosen to reflect the diversity of the world, with dishes from around the globe.

For example, the 1964 World's Fair introduced the concept of global flavors, with dishes like sushi and Sargento for the arts. These dishes were served not just in the pavilions, but also in the streets around the fairgrounds. The fair served as a catalyst for the development of global cuisine, with chefs and cooks from around the world coming together to create new dishes and flavors.

Although many of the food trucks today look nothing like the ones at the fair, their influence can be seen in the variety of dishes offered. The fair helped to popularize a wider range of global flavors, which today can be found in almost any city around the world.